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time alongside the rise in production fragmentation.
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1 Introduction

How large is the effect of tariffs and transport costs on international trade? How beneficial are

regional trade agreements? A gravity equation, which links bilateral exports to economic size,

distance, and other variables that affect trade costs, can be used to answer these questions.

An extensive literature uses gravity equations to estimate the trade cost elasticity of bilateral

gross trade flows. However, with the rise of global supply chains in recent decades, a large

share of international trade is no longer in final goods, but rather in intermediate goods that

cross borders multiple times before becoming final and being consumed. Gross trade flows

thus tell us little about the sources of the value added that is embodied in these flows, or

the destinations where this value added is ultimately consumed. That is, the standard gross

approach shows how trade costs affect a country’s gross exports—i.e. the demand for goods

from this country—but not how trade costs affect a country’s value added exports—i.e. the

ultimate demand for this country’s factors of production such as labor.

To illustrate, consider a simple example with three countries, the U.S., China, and Japan,

where the U.S. imports goods from China which are assembled using intermediate inputs

from Japan. Comparing gross and value added trade shows that (i) Chinese gross exports to

the U.S. overstate the actual Chinese value added shipped to the U.S., and (ii) Japan exports

value added to the U.S. not only directly in the form of gross exports of final goods, but also

indirectly via Chinese exports that incorporate Japanese value added. These differences can

be large: the U.S. trade deficit with China in 2004 is 40% smaller when measured in value

added rather than gross terms, and the deficit with Japan is 33% larger. These linkages are

especially relevant when assessing the effects of trade costs; in particular, a change in trade

costs between the U.S. and China that lowers the U.S. demand for goods from China would

also, indirectly, lower the U.S. ultimate demand for Japan’s production factors. Furthermore,

not only do the effects of trade cost changes depend on existing global supply chains, but

these changes also often influence how countries relate through chains.1

In this paper, I study the determinants of bilateral value added trade. I incorporate cross-

1This was the case for example for the North American Free Trade Agreement: U.S. gross exports to
Canada and Mexico increased by 97% between 1994, when the agreement was adopted, and 2000, while value
added exports increased by only 74%. By comparison, U.S. gross and value added exports to non-member
countries increased by 56 and 50% respectively over this period.
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border production fragmentation into a model of international trade to derive an approximate

gravity equation for bilateral value added exports. Using the dataset of value added trade

constructed in Johnson and Noguera (2012b), I then quantify the effects of trade costs on

value added and gross exports and how they have changed over the last four decades. I

show that the bilateral trade cost elasticity of value added exports is about two-thirds of

that for gross exports. Moreover, bilateral value added exports depend not only on bilateral

trade costs but also on trade costs with third countries through which value added transits

en route from source to destination. I show that the relative importance of these indirect

effects varies significantly across countries and types of trade costs, and has increased over

time alongside the rise in production fragmentation.

Deriving a gravity equation for bilateral value added trade is complicated by the fact

that the relationship between the value added and final goods demands is non-linear. I

first present a model of international trade that takes into account the global input-output

structure and derive a gravity equation for gross exports. The model extends Anderson and

van Wincoop (2003), which considers a one-good endowment economy, to include production

using intermediate goods and trade in these intermediate goods.2 I then use the methodology

developed in Johnson and Noguera (2012a) to decompose aggregate value added into bilateral

value added trade flows. Finally, by linearizing and combining this decomposition with the

gross trade gravity equation, I obtain an equation (a first-order log-linear approximation)

that relates bilateral value added exports to gravity variables. This approach is intuitive

as it reflects the fact that value added is not directly traded; value added exports are the

result of how goods trade flows are combined and used across countries through the global

input-output structure.

The resulting gravity equation for value added trade resembles the standard gravity

equation for gross trade, but has important differences. First, usual source and destination

economic masses, bilateral trade costs, and inward and outward multilateral resistance terms

are scaled by terms that depend on the global input-output structure of production. These

terms track both the domestic value added content of goods shipments from source to des-

2A similar extension was first introduced by Krugman and Venables (1996) and subsequently used in
Hillberry and Hummels (2002), Redding and Venables (2004), and Hummels and Puzzello (2008), among
others.
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tination as well as whether the destination uses those goods for final consumption or in the

production of other goods for export. Second, the gravity equation for value added trade

shows new determinants which do not appear in the gravity equation for gross trade. These

determinants reflect the gravity relations with third countries through which value added

travels in the form of intermediate inputs in its journey from the source to the destination.

I estimate the trade cost elasticities using data on bilateral trade, output, and trade costs

proxies for 42 countries from 1970 to 2009. I use the gross trade cost elasticity estimates along

with the approximate value added gravity equation to provide a structural decomposition of

the determinants of bilateral value added trade flows. Specifically, I decompose the overall

effects of trade costs on the bilateral value added trade between two countries into the

effects of bilateral trade costs between these countries, the effects of trade costs between

these countries and other trade partners, and the effects of trade costs between other pairs

of countries with which they engage in production sharing.

For regional trade agreements, I find that adopting an agreement increases gross trade

between the member countries by around 23% within the following five years, while it in-

creases value added trade by only 15%. The intuition is that lower trade costs encourage

countries to split the stages of their production processes across partners, causing goods to

cross borders multiple times while the actual amount of value added exchanged does not

increase as significantly. The bilateral value added trade between two countries depends on

the trade agreements signed between these countries and the agreements signed with and by

other countries; I find that the relative importance of the latter is larger for deeper agree-

ments, which entail lower tariffs and increased policy coordination. Moreover, the relative

magnitudes of the direct and indirect effects of trade agreements vary by country, showing

the various ways in which countries reach destinations and benefit from trade cost reductions

in the presence of cross-border production fragmentation.

For the effects of distance, I find evidence that, over time, bilateral distance has lost

importance as a determinant of bilateral value added trade flows compared to distance to

and between other countries. Specifically, the contribution of bilateral distance to the overall

effect that distance has on changes in bilateral value added exports decreases from 73% in

1980 to 59% in 2005. This is evidence of fragmentation, and of the fact that the pattern of
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bilateral value added trade cannot be fully understood with bilateral gravity variables as in

the case of gross trade.

In contrast to my focus on value added trade, other researchers study gross trade flows in

settings that incorporate trade in intermediate goods in various ways (see, e.g., Hillberry and

Hummels 2002, Yi 2003, Bergstrand and Egger 2010, Baldwin and Taglioni 2011, Orefice

and Rocha 2011, and Caliendo and Parro 2012). An analysis of gross trade flows that takes

into account the global input-output structure must ultimately yield the same predictions as

the value added representation provided in this paper; this is immediate for example from

Arkolakis, Costinot, and Rodŕıguez-Clare (2012) with respect to the welfare gains from trade.

However, there are a number of benefits to studying value added trade directly. First, value

added trade is a summary variable that captures all the input-output relationships across

countries. Bilateral value added exports represent the resulting outcome of the process of

producing goods for final demand using domestic value added and domestic and imported

intermediate inputs; in contrast, gross final and intermediate goods trade flows reflect only

one round of the overall pattern of production and consumption decisions.

Second, the approximate value added gravity equation derived in this paper is a closed-

form expression that can be easily manipulated to reveal and quantify the effects of different

trade costs and how they depend on cross-border production linkages. This equation allows

to understand the contributions of different gravity variables to changes in bilateral value

added exports, in particular those of bilateral trade costs versus trade costs with third

countries. Finally, the value added gravity equation inherits the simplicity and clarity of

the standard gravity model as compared to computable general equilibrium (CGE) models.

Since the value added equation contains the same economic masses, trade frictions, and

unknown trade cost elasticity parameters as its gross analog, the insights from the extensive

literature that estimates and interprets the gravity model can be applied here.

In addition to the literature studying international trade models with intermediate goods

trade just mentioned, the paper relates to several other literatures. First, the paper relates to

previous work on the effects of trade policy on international trade flows. For example, Rose

(2004) and Subramanian and Wei (2007) study the effects of the World Trade Organization,

and Baier and Bergstrand (2007, 2009) consider the effects of different regional trade agree-
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ments. This paper shares their motivation of understanding the effects of trade agreements

but differs in its objective of taking into account the global input-output structure. Second,

a number of papers develop trade models that yield gravity equations for gross trade, in-

cluding the seminal work by Krugman (1980), Eaton and Kortum (2002), and Melitz (2003)

as parametrized in Chaney (2008). The analysis of this paper builds upon the gravity model

of Anderson and van Wincoop (2003), but could be modified and adapted to these other

frameworks. Finally, the paper relates to the literature on the factor content of trade under

trade in intermediate inputs, including Reimer (2006), Johnson (2008), and Trefler and Zhu

(2010). My focus in this paper is on trade in nominal value added, which is equal to the

sum of the payments to all domestic factors of production.

In Section 2, I present the model and derive the gravity equation for trade in value

added. I discuss how the equation relates to the standard gross trade gravity equation and

how it reflects the global input-output structure. In Section 3, I describe the data used in

the empirical analysis and some stylized facts on the evolution of value added and gross

trade over time. In Section 4, I estimate the trade cost elasticity of gross trade flows, and

show that using the value added gravity equation—which is a linear approximation—yields

similar estimates as using the gross gravity equation. In Section 5, I estimate the trade cost

elasticity of value added trade flows. I compare the effects of bilateral trade costs on gross

and value added trade flows, and study how the relative importance of bilateral and third-

country trade costs in explaining bilateral value added trade varies over time and across

countries. Section 6 concludes.

2 Deriving a Gravity Equation for Value Added Trade

To derive a gravity equation for value added trade, I proceed in three steps. First, I set out

and solve a model of international trade that incorporates the global input-output structure

and derive a gravity equation for gross exports of final and intermediate goods. This equation

relates gross exports to source and destination economic masses, bilateral trade costs, and

inward and outward multilateral resistance terms. Second, I decompose aggregate value

added into bilateral value added trade flows using the methodology developed in Johnson
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and Noguera (2012a), and I linearize this decomposition. Finally, I linearize the gravity

equations for gross exports and combine them with the value added decomposition. I obtain

an equation that relates bilateral value added trade flows to economic masses, bilateral trade

costs, multilateral resistance terms, and the global input-output structure.

2.1 The Model

I extend the model of Anderson and van Wincoop (2003), which considers a one-good en-

dowment economy, to include production using intermediate goods and trade in these inter-

mediate goods.

Suppose there are N countries. Each country is specialized in the production of a single

differentiated good which can be used both as an intermediate good and as a final good. That

is, goods are not assumed ex ante to be intermediates or final goods following an arbitrary

classification, but rather are considered intermediates or final ex post, depending on how

they are used.

Output in country j, denoted by Yj, is produced with a Cobb-Douglas production function

using domestic value added Vj and an intermediate goods composite Xj:

Yj = V
1−αj
j X

αj
j ,

where αj is the share of intermediates expenditure in total sales.3

The intermediate goods composite Xj is in turn produced by combining varieties of

intermediates from domestic and foreign sources via a constant elasticity of substitution

(CES) aggregator. Denoting by Xij the real intermediate demand for country i’s goods by

country j, the intermediate goods composite is

Xj =

(∑
i

β
1−ρ
ρ

i X
ρ−1
ρ

ij

) ρ
ρ−1

,

3Assuming the upper level of the production function to be Cobb-Douglas implies that the value added
to output shares do not respond to changes in prices. This is in line with the empirical evidence on factor
shares being relatively stable over time and with the methodology used to construct the dataset that is used
in the empirical analysis of this paper.
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where βi is a distribution parameter that indicates the preference of buyers in all countries

for goods from country i, and ρ > 1 is the elasticity of substitution among intermediate good

varieties.4,5

Households in country j have CES preferences defined over final goods. Denoting by Fij

the real final demand for country i’s final goods by country j, preferences are given by6

Fj =

(∑
i

β
1−σ
σ

i F
σ−1
σ

ij

) σ
σ−1

,

where σ > 1 is the elasticity of substitution among final good varieties.

Let P v
j be the price of value added Vj and pj the price of output Yj. To take into account

differences in trade costs across destinations, define pij ≡ piτij, where pij is then the price

of country i’s goods charged to country j’s buyers and τij ≥ 1 is the trade cost factor for a

good shipped from i to j, with τii = 1.

Firms maximize profits choosing Vj and Xij and households maximize utility choosing

Fij subject to budget P v
j Vj, taking factor price P v

j and goods prices piτij as given. Solving

these problems yields the following optimal nominal demands,

xj ≡ P x
j Xj = αjyj

vj ≡ P v
j Vj = (1− αj)yj

xij ≡ piτijXij =

(
βipiτij
P x
j

)1−ρ

αjyj (1)

fij ≡ piτijFij =

(
βipiτij

P f
j

)1−σ

(1− αj)yj, (2)

4Note that the Armington aggregator for the intermediate bundle Xj assumes reliance on both domestic
and imported varieties. Specifically, while firms’ sourcing decisions of intermediate inputs depend on relative
prices, firms cannot choose to rely exclusively on domestic or imported inputs. This assumption is not very
restrictive here as the sample of countries that I use covers the largest 42 countries and bilateral trade flows
are aggregated into a single composite good. As a result, there are very few zeros in the data.

5I use a distribution parameter that does not vary by use to facilitate the derivation. Note also that
this parameter does not vary by destination, and hence does not allow for home-bias in preferences. The
reason for this is twofold. First, this facilitates the comparison with Anderson and van Wincoop (2003)’s
formulation. Second, as discussed for example in Hillberry and Balistreri (2008), it is not possible to derive
a closed form gravity equation when this preference parameter varies by both source and destination.

6Final goods are defined as including consumption, investment, and government spending, so Fj is an
aggregator that forms a composite good that can be allocated to any of these uses.
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where I have introduced notation for nominal counterparts of real demand, yj ≡ pjYj is

nominal output in country j, P x
j ≡

[∑
i(βipiτij)

1−ρ]1/(1−ρ) is the price of the intermediate

bundle used in country j, and P f
j ≡

[∑
i(βipiτij)

1−σ]1/(1−σ) is the final goods price level in

country j. The price of output from country j can be written as pj =
( P vj
1−αj

)1−αj(Pxj
αj

)αj .
Let eij ≡ xij + fij denote nominal gross exports from country i to country j. Market

clearing requires

yi =
∑
j

eij. (3)

I derive gravity equations for final and intermediate goods exports by following the same

steps as in Anderson and van Wincoop (2003) but for both types of goods. I denote world

nominal output by yw ≡
∑

j yj, and country j’s share in world output by θj ≡ yj/yw. I then

substitute equations (1) and (2) in equation (3) and solve for scaled prices βipi. Finally,

I substitute these scaled prices in P f
j and P x

j and substitute these back in (1) and (2).

For tractability, I focus on the case where the elasticities of substitution among final and

intermediate goods varieties are equal; that is, I assume σ = ρ, which implies P f
j = P x

j ≡ Pj.

The gravity equations for intermediate and final goods bilateral exports and the equilibrium

price indices are then as follows:

xij =
yiαjyj
yw

(
τij

ΠiPj

)1−σ

(4)

fij =
yi(1− αj)yj

yw

(
τij

ΠiPj

)1−σ

(5)

Πi =

[∑
j

θj

(
τij
Pj

)1−σ
] 1

1−σ

(6)

Pj =

[∑
i

θi

(
τij
Πi

)1−σ
] 1

1−σ

. (7)

Equation (5) is the gravity equation for gross exports of final goods. This equation

relates bilateral final good trade flows to source, destination, and world economic masses,

bilateral trade costs, and outward and inward multilateral resistance terms. Because I allow
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for intermediates in the model, this equation differs from the standard gravity equation

of Anderson and van Wincoop (2003) in that it also depends on the share of final goods

expenditure in total output, (1− αj).

2.2 Value Added Decomposition and Approximation

I now decompose aggregate value added into bilateral value added trade using the method-

ology developed in Johnson and Noguera (2012a). I then linearize this decomposition and

express bilateral value added trade flows as a function of input-output variables and bilateral

final goods flows.7

From the market clearing condition in equation (3) we have

yi =
∑
j

(fij + xij)

=
∑
j

fij +
∑
j

αijyj,

where αij ≡ xij/yj is the ijth global input-output coefficient, which is equal to the share of

intermediate inputs from country i used in the production of gross output in country j.

Let8

y ≡


y1

y2
...

yN

 , fj ≡


f1j

f2j
...

fNj

 , A ≡


α11 α12 . . . α1N

α21 α22 · · · α2N

...
...

. . .
...

αN1 αN2 . . . αNN

 ,

where fj is the N×1 vector of country j’s final demands and A is the N×N global bilateral

input-output matrix with ijth element equal to αij. Let I be an N × N identity matrix.

7Similar linearization approaches have been used in previous work analyzing Armington models in gross
and value added terms. Baier and Bergstrand (2009) perform a first-order Taylor expansion to the multilat-
eral resistance terms of Anderson and van Wincoop (2003)’s model to compute the effects of counterfactual
changes in trade costs using the gravity equation. Closer to this paper is Bems and Johnson (2012), which
uses a linear approximation to aggregate value added to derive a value added real exchange rate formula
that takes into account vertical specialization in trade.

8Throughout, lower and upper case symbols in bold typeface denote vectors and matrices respectively.
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Solving for nominal output yields

y =
∑
j

fj + Ay

=
∑
j

(I−A)−1fj. (8)

To interpret this expression, note that (I − A)−1 is the “Leontief inverse” of the input-

output matrix. The Leontief inverse can be expressed as a geometric series: (I − A)−1 =∑∞
k=0 Ak. Multiplying by the final demand vector, the zero-order term fj is the direct output

absorbed as final goods, the first-order term [I + A]fj is the direct output absorbed plus the

intermediates used to produce that output, the second-order term [I + A + A2]fj includes

the additional intermediates used to produce the first round of intermediates (Afj), and the

sequence continues as such. Therefore, (I−A)−1fj is the vector of output used both directly

and indirectly to produce final goods absorbed in country j.

Equation (8) thus decomposes output from each source country i into the amount of

output from the source used to produce final goods absorbed in destination country j. To

make this explicit, I define

yj ≡ (I−A)−1fj, (9)

where yj ≡ [y1j, y2j, . . . , yNj]
′ are the output transfers from source countries 1 through N to

destination country j.

Premultiplying both sides of (9) by (I−A) yields

(I−A)yj = fj.

Consider the ijth element:

yij −
∑
k

αikykj = fij. (10)

I apply a first-order log-linear Taylor approximation around a benchmark equilibrium, which
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I denote with ∗. Letting ẑ ≡ (z − z∗)/z∗ for any variable z, we obtain

y∗ij ŷij −
∑
k

α∗iky
∗
kj(α̂ik + ŷkj) = f ∗ij f̂ij.

To ease the exposition, I drop the ∗ notation in what follows. Let ŷj ≡ [ŷ1j, ŷ2j, . . . , ŷNj]
′, f̂j ≡

[f̂1j, f̂2j, . . . , f̂Nj]
′, α̂j ≡ [α̂1j, α̂2j, . . . , α̂Nj]

′, α̂ be an N2 × 1 vector stacking the vectors α̂j,

and Yj ≡ [diag(yij)] and Fj ≡ [diag(fij)] be N×N diagonal matrices with the elements of yj

and fj respectively in the diagonal. Define also the N ×N2 matrix Mαj ≡Mα [diag(Mjyj)],

where Mα ≡
[
[diag(α1)], [diag(α2)], . . . , [diag(αN)]

]
is an N × N2 matrix, and Mj is an

N2 ×N matrix given by Mj ≡ I⊗ 1N×1. Then, for country j we have

Yjŷj −AYjŷj −Mαjα̂ = Fj f̂j.

Solving for ŷj,

ŷj = Y−1j (I−A)−1Fj f̂j + Y−1j (I−A)−1Mαjα̂. (11)

Define vij ≡ (1−αi)yij as the value added embodied in output transfer yij, where 1−αi
is the value added to output ratio. This implies that v̂ij = ŷij. Denote by bik the ikth element

of the matrix B ≡ (I−A)−1. Then (11) implies:

v̂ij =
∑
k

bikfkj
yij

f̂kj +
∑
k

∑
`

bikαk`y`j
yij

α̂k`.

Multiplying and dividing each term by (1− αi), this equation becomes

v̂ij =
∑
k

(1− αi)bikfkj
vij

f̂kj +
∑
k

∑
`

(1− αi)bikαk`y`j
vij

α̂k`. (12)

Define

sikj ≡
(1− αi)bikfkj

vij
,

φik`j ≡
(1− αi)bikαk`y`j

vij
,
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where
∑

k sikj = 1. These variables play a key role in explaining the pattern of bilateral value

added exports. To interpret them, note that bij is the total (direct and indirect) output from

a country i used to produce one dollar of final goods in a country j. The variable sikj is then

the share of value added from a country i to a country j embodied in a country k’s final goods

sold to country j. The variable φik`j measures value added from a country i embodied in

intermediate inputs produced in a country k that are ultimately, possibly traveling through

many other countries ` in its route, absorbed as final demand in country j, relative to the

value added exports from i to j. Importantly, φik`j summarizes information on final goods

flows across countries. More precisely, recall from (8) that the output transfer from any

country ` to any country j, y`j, is equal to the sum of the direct transfer via final goods

flows from ` to j plus the indirect transfer via other countries h that use intermediate goods

from `: y`j = f`j +
∑

h α`hyhj. Thus, φik`j can be rewritten as

φik`j =
(1− αi)bikαk`y`j

vij

=
(1− αi)bikαk`f`j

vij
+
∑
h

(1− αi)bikαk`α`hyhj
vij

=
(1− αi)bikαk`f`j

vij
+
∑
h

(1− αi)bikαk`α`hfhj
vij

+
∑
h

∑
h′

(1− αi)bikαk`α`hαhh′yh′j
vij

,(13)

and so on, showing that all the different rounds of trade are summarized in the coefficients

φik`j. Subsection 3.2 provides summary statistics for these terms in 1975 and 2005.

I substitute with sikj and φik`j in equation (12) to write the value added decomposition

as

v̂ij =
∑
k

sikj f̂kj +
∑
k

∑
`

φik`jα̂k`. (14)

Equation (14) shows that the change in the bilateral value added trade flow from country

i to country j depends on changes in the final good trade flows to country j from all of its

partners k, and also on changes in the bilateral input-output coefficients αk` of each of these

countries k with all of their partners `.
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2.3 A Gravity Equation for Value Added Trade

As the last step, I now combine the value added decomposition of Subsection 2.2 with the

gross trade gravity equations found in Subsection 2.1 to write bilateral value added trade

flows as a function of gravity variables.

To do this, first note that the log-linearizations of the intermediate and final goods gravity

equations, given by equations (4) and (5) respectively, are equal and given by

x̂ij = f̂ij = ŷi + ŷj − ŷw + (1− σ)(τ̂ij − Π̂i − P̂j). (15)

Together with the fact that αij ≡ xij/yj, this implies α̂ij = f̂ij − ŷj. Substituting this into

(14) yields

v̂ij =
∑
k

sikj f̂kj +
∑
k

∑
`

φik`j

(
f̂k` − ŷ`

)
. (16)

Equation (16) shows that the value added trade flow from country i to country j depends

on the value added embodied in final goods shipped from all countries k (including i) to

country j, and also on the value added embodied in final goods shipped from all countries

k to all countries ` to then reach country j. The reason ŷ` is subtracted is that the size of

country k’s partner ` is of second order for the value added trade flow from i to j; as I show

next, ŷ` does not appear in the bilateral value added gravity equation for countries i and j.

To obtain a linear approximation of the value added gravity equation, I substitute equa-

tion (15) in (16). The resulting equation expresses the change in the bilateral value added

trade flow from country i to country j, v̂ij, as a function of changes in economic mass

variables, bilateral trade costs, multilateral resistance terms, and the global input-output

structure:

v̂ij =
∑
k

sikj

[
ŷk + ŷj − ŷw + (1− σ)(τ̂kj − Π̂k − P̂j)

]
+
∑
k

∑
`

φik`j

[
ŷk − ŷw + (1− σ)(τ̂k` − Π̂k − P̂`)

]
. (17)

In the absence of intermediate goods, the value added gravity equation reduces to the

standard gross trade gravity equation. To see this, note that in a world without intermedi-
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ates, we have αi = 0. This implies αii = 0 and αij = 0 for all j 6= i, and thus vij = yij = fij

and v̂ij = f̂ij. Moreover, we obtain bii = 1 and bik = 0 for all k 6= i, so siij = fij/vij = 1

and sikj = 0 for all k 6= i. Finally, since αij = 0, φik`j = 0. It is immediate to verify that

substituting with these values into equation (17) yields the linearized version of the gravity

equation of Anderson and van Wincoop (2003), as also given in equation (15).

The gravity equation for value added trade differs from that for gross trade in important

ways. To gain intuition, I separate the terms corresponding to the gravity equations for final

goods flows from country i to country j, from country i to any of its trade partners k, to

country j from any of its trade partners k, and between any pair of countries k and ` such

that k 6= i and ` 6= j:

v̂ij =
(
siij +

∑
k

φiikj

)
ŷi +

(
1 + sijj +

∑
k

φijkj

)
ŷj −

(
1 +

∑
k

∑
`

φik`j

)
ŷw

+(1− σ)

[(
siij + φiijj

)
τ̂ij −

(
siij +

∑
k

φiikj

)
Π̂i −

(
1 +

∑
k

φikjj

)
P̂j

]

+
∑
k 6=i,j

(
sikj +

∑
`

φik`j

)
ŷk + (1− σ)

[∑
k 6=j

φiikj τ̂ik −
∑
k 6=j

∑
`

φi`kj P̂k

]

+(1− σ)

[∑
k 6=i

(
sikj + φikjj

)
τ̂kj −

∑
k 6=i

(
sikj +

∑
`

φik`j

)
Π̂k

]

+(1− σ)

[∑
k 6=i

∑
6̀=j

φik`j τ̂k`

]
. (18)

This representation of the value added gravity equation highlights two main differences with

the gross trade gravity equation given in (15). First, while source, destination, and world

economic masses (ŷi, ŷj, and ŷw), bilateral trade costs between i and j (τ̂ij), and outward

and inward multilateral resistance terms (Π̂i and P̂j) appear in both equations, they are

scaled by terms that reflect the global input-output structure of production in the value

added gravity equation. For example, consider how country i’s economic mass, ŷi, affects

trade from i to j. In equation (15), ŷi has a one-to-one effect on final good shipments from i

to j, f̂ij. In equation (18), the coefficient on ŷi shows how country i’s size affects i’s capacity

to ship domestic value added to j both directly and indirectly: directly through final good
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shipments from i to j (as shown by the term siij ŷi =
(1−αi)biifij

vij
ŷi), and indirectly through

intermediate inputs that are used to produce all countries k’s outputs which, directly or

indirectly, then form final goods that are absorbed in country j (as shown by the term∑
k φiikj ŷi =

∑
k

(1−αi)biiαikykj
vij

ŷi).

Similar intuitions apply to the coefficients of the other bilateral gravity variables in equa-

tion (18). Of particular interest is the bilateral trade cost between countries i and j, τ̂ij. The

equation shows that this trade cost affects the value added that country i ships to country

j both through final good shipments (as shown by the term siij τ̂ij =
(1−αi)biifij

vij
τ̂ij) as well

as through intermediate inputs that are used to produce output in country j that is then

absorbed in that country (as shown by the term φiijj τ̂ij =
(1−αi)biiαijyjj

vij
τ̂ij).

The second main difference between the two gravity equations is that the equation for

value added trade shows new determinants which do not appear in the equation for gross

trade. These determinants reflect the gravity relations with third countries through which

value added transits en route from source to destination. For example, (18) reveals that not

only the economic masses of countries i and j affect the value added trade flow from i to j,

but also the economic masses of all other countries k that use i’s value added to produce final

goods that are shipped to j (as shown by the term
∑

k 6=i,j sikj ŷk =
∑

k 6=i,j
(1−αi)bikfkj

vij
ŷk) as

well as the economic masses of all other countries k that use i’s value added to produce inter-

mediate inputs which, through the output produced in some country `, are then eventually

absorbed in country j (as shown by the term
∑

k 6=i,j
∑

` φik`j ŷk =
∑

k 6=i,j
∑

`
(1−αi)bikαk`y`j

vij
ŷk).

By the same reasoning, (18) shows that the value added trade flow from i to j is influenced

not only by the bilateral trade cost between i and j, but also by bilateral trade costs between

country i and other countries k, country j and other countries k, and countries k 6= i and

` 6= j through which i’s value added travels in its journey to country j.

In sum, the derivation of the value added gravity equation shows how the global input-

output structure affects the ultimate nominal demand for a country’s factors of production.

In particular, the equation shows that production sharing arrangements are important to

understand how bilateral value added exports respond to bilateral trade costs as well as how

they may be affected by trade costs with third countries. In the next section, I quantify

these effects and explore how they vary over time and across countries.
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3 Trade in Value Added

In this section, I describe the dataset used in this paper, provide summary statistics for

the input-output terms that appear in the value added gravity equation, and present some

stylized facts about the evolution of value added trade over the last four decades.

3.1 Data

To estimate the effects of trade costs on gross and value added trade, I use the dataset

constructed in Johnson and Noguera (2012b). By combining time series data on trade,

production, and input use, this dataset assembles an annual sequence of global input-output

tables covering 42 countries and a composite rest of the world region from 1970 to 2009.

Below I briefly describe the data sources and data construction; further details are provided

in Johnson and Noguera (2012b).

The dataset covers four composite sectors: (1) agriculture, hunting, forestry, and fishing;

(2) non-manufacturing industrial production; (3) manufacturing; and (4) services. Data on

production, trade, demand, and input-output linkages comes from several sources, including

the OECD Input-Output Database, the UN National Statistics Database, the NBER-UN

Trade Database, and the CEPII BACI Database.

The dataset uses input-output tables for 42 countries (covering the OECD plus many

emerging markets) for available benchmark years from 1970 to the present. These 42 coun-

tries account for roughly 80% of world GDP and 70-80% of world trade in the 1970-1990

period, and for 90% of world GDP and 80-90% of world trade after 1990. The remain-

ing countries are aggregated into a rest of the world composite. Because benchmark years

are infrequent and asynchronous across countries, the paper uses imputation techniques to

fill in missing data. Also, because even when available, data in the input-output tables is

not consistent with national accounts aggregates or sector-level trade data available from

other sources, harmonization procedures are used to impose internal consistency across data

sources and countries.

In each year, the national input-output tables are then linked together using bilateral

trade data to form a synthetic global input-output table. Because national input-output
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tables do not disaggregate imported inputs and final goods across sources, proportionality

assumptions are applied to construct bilateral input use and bilateral final goods shipments.9

The resulting global table tracks shipments of final and intermediate goods between countries.

3.2 Input-Output Linkages

As noted in the previous section, an important difference between the value added and gross

trade gravity equations is that the former takes into account the effects of input-output

linkages across countries. These are identified by the value added to output ratio, (1− αi);

the share of intermediate inputs from a country i used in the production of gross output

in a country j, αij; the total output from a country i used to produce one dollar of final

goods in a country j, bij; the share of value added from a country i to a country j embodied

in a country k’s final goods sold to country j, sikj; and the value added from a country

i embodied in intermediate inputs produced in a country k which, after traveling through

possibly many countries `, are ultimately absorbed as final demand in country j, relative to

the value added exports from i to j, φik`j. (Recall from (13) that the terms φik`j summarize

all the different rounds of trade.) I provide summary statistics for these variables in 1975

and 2005. These statistics give a general sense of the magnitudes of these terms but they

hide interesting variation and correlations, which I exploit in the empirical section.

The summary statistics are shown in Table 1. Average value added to output ratios,

(1 − αi), are fairly constant across countries and over time, decreasing from 0.50 to 0.46

in thirty years and displaying a low standard deviation. The share of intermediates from

other countries used in the production of gross output and the output from other countries

used in the production of final goods, represented by
∑

k 6=i αik and
∑

k 6=i bik respectively,

roughly double from 1975 to 2005, indicating an increase in imported intermediate input use

and overall input requirements for final goods exports. The terms containing the variable

φik`j exhibit similar patterns. For example, consider
∑

k 6=j φiikj. This term represents all

9Specifically, two proportionality assumptions are used. First, within each sector, imports from each
source country are split between final and intermediate use in proportion to the overall split of imports
between final and intermediate use in the destination. Second, conditional on being allocated to intermediate
use, imported intermediates from each source are split across purchasing sectors in proportion to overall
imported intermediate use in the destination.
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the country i’s value added embodied in country i’s intermediate inputs that are sold to

countries k 6= i for the production of final goods exported to country j, relative to value

added exports from i to j. The table shows that this term increases from 0.847 to 0.921 on

average between 1975 and 2005. This captures the fact that the route of value added from a

source country to a destination has become more indirect, using now to a larger extent third

countries, as a result of the increase in cross-border production fragmentation.

3.3 Value Added Trade Over Time

The pattern of value added trade across countries has undergone significant changes over the

last four decades. Johnson and Noguera (2012b, 2012c) study the changes in value added

trade in comparison to those in gross trade by analyzing the ratio of value added to gross

exports, or VAX ratio for short.

First, for the world as a whole, Figure 1 shows that the weighted average bilateral VAX

ratio has experienced a sizable decrease, by thirteen percentage points, between 1970 and

2009. The figure shows that most of the decline in the world VAX ratio occurred in the

last two decades, when global supply chains became more widespread: the decline is roughly

three times as fast during 1980-2008 as during the 1970-1990 period.10

Second, disaggregating this average decline in the VAX ratio reveals significant hetero-

geneity across countries. Figure 2 depicts the cumulative changes in country-level VAX

ratios between 1970 and 2009, where a country’s VAX ratio is calculated as the country’s

multilateral value added exports divided by its gross exports.11 The figure shows that nearly

all countries experience falling VAX ratios over the period. Most experience declines larger

than 10 percentage points, though some large and prominent countries, such as Japan, the

UK, and Brazil, have smaller declines. Among countries with large declines, there are many

emerging markets, but also some advanced economies such as Germany. The variation in

the magnitude of these changes in the country VAX ratios is correlated with country charac-

teristics; specifically, countries that experienced relatively high GDP growth over the period

10This coincides with Baldwin (2006)’s second unbundling.
11Czech Republic, Estonia, Russia, Slovakia, and Slovenia are excluded as the figure shows changes from

1970.
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tend to have experienced large declines in their VAX ratios.

Third, at the bilateral level, VAX ratios vary significantly across destinations and over

time. As an example, Figure 3 shows how the U.S. VAX ratio with its largest fifteen partners

changed between 1975 and 2005. The large decreases in the ratios with China, Ireland,

Mexico, and Thailand contrast sharply with the cases of the United Kingdom and Japan,

for which the bilateral VAX ratio with the U.S. barely changed in the last four decades.

Figure 4 further depicts the yearly evolution of the U.S. VAX ratio with Germany, France,

and Mexico. The figure illustrates the rich variation in the data: the VAX ratio starts out

at around 0.95 in 1970 for the three partners, but the evolution is very different. The U.S.

VAX ratio with Mexico decreases rapidly over the period, experiencing a sharp decline in the

mid-1990s. The U.S. VAX ratios with Germany and France, on the other hand, experience

moderate decreases until the early-1990s, when the ratio with Germany begins to decline

more abruptly. By the end of the time sample, there are sizable differences in the U.S. VAX

ratio across these three partners.

Naturally, the VAX ratio also varies across sectors. In particular, the VAX ratio for the

manufacturing sector is significantly lower than that for non-manufacturing sectors such as

agriculture and services. An important question is then whether the decline in the overall

VAX ratio is indeed due to the increase in cross-border production fragmentation, or merely

the result of changes in the sectoral composition of exports. To answer this question, Johnson

and Noguera (2012b) decompose yearly changes in the world VAX ratio between 1970 and

2009 into yearly changes in sector-level VAX ratios (within effect) and yearly changes in

sector shares in world exports (between effect). The decomposition shows that the Within

term accounts for about 85% of the total change in the world VAX ratio. The paper shows

that VAX ratios outside manufacturing are stable or increasing over the period, implying

that the Within term reflects the large decline experienced by the VAX ratio within the

manufacturing sector, interacted with the large share of manufactures in total trade (between

60 and 70%). The Between term is negative, as the share of manufactures in total trade

increased over 1970-2009, but this term is rather small as sectoral trade shares have been

relatively stable.

Performing the same decomposition at the bilateral level yields similar results: the Within
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term accounts for nearly all the change in the bilateral VAX ratios.12 Furthermore, for a

cross-section of countries in 2004, Johnson and Noguera (2012a) find that most of the vari-

ance of bilateral VAX ratios across countries, namely above 90%, comes from variation in

production fragmentation decisions across partners rather than variation in export composi-

tion across destinations.13 Overall, the analysis thus shows that changes in the VAX ratios

over time and across countries are to a vast extent due to changes in cross-border production

fragmentation, and not to changes in the composition of trade.

4 Trade Cost Effects on Gross Trade

In this section, I empirically quantify how trade costs affect gross trade flows. I first

parametrize unobserved bilateral trade costs by specifying a function of trade cost prox-

ies, and I estimate the unknown parameters using the gross trade gravity equation. I then

estimate the same unknown parameters using the value added gravity equation. I find that

even though the value added gravity equation is a first-order approximation, it performs very

well in matching the estimates from the analog gross equation.

4.1 Gross Trade Gravity Equation

Following the gravity literature, I parametrize unobserved bilateral trade costs between trade

partners i and j at time t, τijt, by specifying a log-linear function of trade cost proxies. There

are many proxies for non-policy trade costs that are used in the literature; I focus on the

ones that are most commonly used: distance, common borders (contiguity), language, and

common colonial origin.14

12See Section 4.1 and Appendix B in Johnson and Noguera (2012b).
13See equation 14 and Table 3 in Johnson and Noguera (2012a). The paper decomposes the variation in

bilateral VAX ratios into two terms: a component arising from differences in the composition of exports
across destinations and a component capturing differences in bilateral production fragmentation. The first
term is equivalent to the measure of the domestic content of exports in Hummels, Ishii, and Yi (2001),
calculated using bilateral exports. The second term depends on the difference between the amount of source
country output consumed in the destination and the gross output from the source required to produce
bilateral exports to the destination.

14Data on non-policy trade costs comes from the CEPII Gravity Dataset, available at http://www.cepii.
fr/anglaisgraph/bdd/gravity.htm. The distance variable measures the simple distance between the most
populated cities in the two countries. The contiguity indicator takes the value one if the two countries share
a land border. The common colonial origin indicator takes the value one if the two countries were ever in
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In addition, I study policy trade costs by including an indicator for bilateral or regional

trade agreements (RTAs). I use data on economic integration agreements assembled by Scott

Baier and Jeffrey Bergstrand, which covers the 1960-2005 period.15 This data includes six

types of trade agreements: (1) one-way preferential agreements, (2) two-way preferential

agreements, (3) free trade agreements, (4) customs unions, (5) common markets, and (6)

economic unions. These agreements are ordered from “shallow” to “deep”, where deeper

agreements entail larger border concessions, tighter integration of trade policies, and more

substantial coordination of economic policy.

I define an indicator for the existence of a regional trade agreement which takes the

value one if a country pair has an agreement that is classified as a free trade agreement or

stronger (i.e., agreements 3 to 6 above). I also present results splitting agreements by type.

I define separate indicators for preferential trade agreements (PTA) covering both one-way

and two-way preferential agreements, free trade agreements (FTA), and deep integration

agreements (CUCMEU) covering customs unions, common markets, and economic unions.

Note that with this classification, an individual country pair may transit from no agreement

to an agreement, as well as transit from one type of agreement to another.

Trade costs are thus parametrized as follows:

ln τijt = δ1t ln distij + δ2tcontigij + δ3tlanguageij + δ4tcolonyij + δ5rtaijt, (19)

where the coefficients δ1t to δ4t have time subindices to capture the time-varying effects of

time-invariant bilateral pair characteristics like distance, and the coefficient δ5 captures the

average effect of time-varying regional trade agreements rtaijt over the time sample.

Following Baier and Bergstrand (2007), I also use an alternative specification of the trade

cost function that replaces time-invariant bilateral trade cost proxies with a country pair fixed

effect γij. This specification takes into account endogenous adoption of trade agreements

and other pair-specific unobserved characteristics that are not time-varying. The trade costs

a colonial relationship. The common language indicator takes the value one if the two countries share a
common official language. In the CEPII data, these correspond to variables ‘dist’, ‘contiguity’, ‘colony’, and
‘commlang off’.

15This data is available at: http://www.nd.edu/~jbergstr/.
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function in this case is

ln τijt = γij + δrtaijt. (20)

I estimate the gravity equation for total gross flows eijt, given by the sum of intermediate

goods flows xijt in equation (4) and final goods flows fijt in equation (5). I use the stochastic

version in logs of the resulting equation, with total bilateral exports scaled by the respective

source and destination economic masses on the left-hand side. Traditionally, the standard

gravity equation is derived from the households’ expenditure equation and the product of

source and destination GDP is used to scale bilateral trade flows. However, in the presence

of trade in intermediates, GDP is not a good proxy for economic mass. Baldwin and Taglioni

(2011) discuss the problems of using GDP and advocate for the use of total output instead,

although they note that this variable is not widely available. The dataset that I use in

this paper includes data on total output, yi, so I am able to scale the bilateral gross flows

appropriately.

Adding equations (4) and (5), taking logs, and substituting with the trade cost function

τijt given in equation (19), I obtain

ln

(
eijt
yitytj

)
= β1t ln distij + β2tcontigij + β3tlanguageij + β4tcolonyij + β5rtaijt

+ψt + ψit + ψjt + εijt, (21)

where I have replaced lnP 1−σ
jt and ln Π1−σ

it with importer and exporter fixed effects ψjt and

ψit respectively, and ln(1/yw) with a year fixed effect ψt. I have also defined β1t ≡ (1− σ)δ1t

and analogously for β2t to β5 (where recall that δ5 is time-invariant). I assume that εijt, which

reflects the fact that true bilateral trade flows are measured with error, is uncorrelated with

trade cost variables, and I cluster standard errors by country pair in the regressions.

The results are presented in Table 2 and Table 3.16 Consider first the estimated effect of

trade agreements. Since the left-hand side is in logs and the trade agreement variables are

zero-one indicators, we can compute the percentage change in gross exports that is associated

with the adoption of a trade agreement by exponentiating the coefficient and subtracting one

from it. Table 2 shows that bilateral gross exports are 40% (= e0.339−1) larger on average for

16All columns in these two tables include exporter-year and importer-year fixed effects.
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country pairs that adopt trade agreements and up to 79% (= e0.585− 1) larger for pairs that

adopt deep trade agreements like custom unions and common markets. Regarding distance,

the table shows that distance is detrimental to bilateral trade. Moreover, the effect of

distance has been increasing over time, with the elasticity leveling off at around one in recent

years. Other gravity variables behave as expected: sharing a common language, borders,

and colonial linkages promotes bilateral trade. It is worth noting that the magnitudes of the

estimated gross trade cost elasticities are in line with those found in the gravity literature,

including, for example, Baier and Bergstrand (2007).

For robustness, Table 3 shows the same regressions using pair fixed effects to absorb

unobserved time-invariant country characteristics, as specified in equation (20). The results

are mostly unchanged.

4.2 Value Added Trade Gravity Equation

The trade cost elasticity of gross trade flows, measured by the unknown parameters β1t to

β5 above, can also be estimated using the gravity equation for value added trade derived in

Section 2. Since the value added gravity equation is a first-order Taylor approximation that

omits higher order terms, which are also associated with the unknown elasticities, it is of

interest to compare the estimates that result from this equation with those that result from

estimating the analog gross trade gravity equation. The comparison serves as a robustness

check that the first-order approximation performs well.

To simplify, I assume that bilateral trade costs are symmetric; that is, for all countries i

and j, τij = τji. This assumption implies that for all i, Πi = Pi. Let

ϕikj ≡ sikj +
∑
`

φik`j,

ϕwij ≡ 1 +
∑
k

∑
`

φik`j,

ϕPikj ≡ sikj +
∑
`

(φik`j + φi`kj).
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The value added gravity equation given in (17) can then be rewritten as

v̂ijt =
∑
k

ϕikj,t−1ŷkt + ŷjt − ϕwij,t−1ŷwt −
∑
k

ϕPikj,t−1(1− σ)P̂kt − (1− σ)P̂jt

+
∑
k

sikj,t−1(1− σ)τ̂kjt +
∑
k

∑
`

φik`j,t−1(1− σ)τ̂k`t,

where I have used the fact that
∑

k sikj = 1 and, for any period t, I have taken the preceding

period t − 1 as the benchmark equilibrium. Next, I use the fact that for any variable z,

ẑit ≈ ln zit − ln zi,t−1, and I substitute with the trade cost function. I consider a simpler

trade cost parameterization than that in equation (19), where I include only the terms

corresponding to distance and regional trade agreements. I exclude other non-policy gravity

variables as I will estimate the equation using five-year intervals, and the changes over time

of the elasticities corresponding to common borders (contiguity), language, and common

colonial origin are very small and have large standard errors. After collecting terms, the

equation that I estimate is:

∆ ln vijt =
∑
k

ϕikj,t−1∆ ln ykt + ∆ ln yjt − ϕwij,t−1∆ ln ywt −
∑
k

ϕPikj,t−1∆ lnP 1−σ
kt −∆ lnP 1−σ

jt

+∆β1t

(∑
k

sikj,t−1 ln distkj +
∑
k

∑
`

φik`j,t−1 ln distk`

)

+β5

(∑
k

sikj,t−1∆rtakjt +
∑
k

∑
`

φik`j,t−1∆rtak`t

)
+ εijt. (22)

To compare the estimates of β1t and β5 that result from this equation with those that

result from the gravity equation for gross trade, I estimate a first-differenced specification of

the gravity equation (21) for total gross exports:

∆ ln eijt = ∆ ln yit + ∆ ln yjt −∆ ln ywt −∆ lnP 1−σ
it −∆ lnP 1−σ

jt

+∆β1t ln distij + β5∆rtaijt + εijt. (23)

Using yearly data for panel estimations of gravity equations has been criticized due to the

observed serial correlation in bilateral trade and income data. To overcome this problem, I
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use five-year periods starting in 1975 and ending in 2005. Table 4 presents estimation results

for the panel of five-year intervals.17 I use “term” in the names of the explanatory variables

to denote that in the case of the value added gravity equation, these correspond to the terms

in equation (22); for example, “RTA term” is the variable ∆rtaijt for the gross trade gravity

equation, but it is the parenthesis accompanying β5 in equation (22) for the value added

gravity equation.

The estimated coefficients on RTAs using the gross and value added gravity equations are

remarkably similar. Table 4 shows that for a given pair of countries, ceteris paribus, adopting

a regional trade agreement leads to a 23% increase in bilateral gross exports in the following

five years. (This is computed by exponentiating the estimated β5 and subtracting one, i.e.,

23% = e0.209 − 1.) The fit of the gross and value added models to the data, as measured

by the R2, is also comparable. The estimated time-varying effects of bilateral distance on

bilateral gross trade, on the other hand, differ depending on which gravity equation is used:

these coefficients are larger when using the value added equation.

5 Trade Cost Effects on Value Added Trade

How do trade costs affect value added trade flows? The approximate value added gravity

equation derived in Section 2 shows that trade costs affect trade in value added both through

their effect on gross trade as well as through their effect on production sharing arrangements.

The effects of trade costs depend on the global input-output structure, and in turn the

bilateral value added trade flow between two countries is not only affected by the bilateral

trade cost between these countries, but also by the trade costs corresponding to other pairs

of countries. In this section, I perform a decomposition to analyze the different channels

through which trade costs influence bilateral value added trade flows.

Equations (22) and (23) show that bilateral gross and value added trade flows are gov-

17All columns in Table 4 include exporter-year and importer-year fixed effects. There is a small number of
observations for which the bilateral trade data appears to be problematic; these observations have very small
bilateral trade flows and very large bilateral value added trade flows, with value added to export ratios above
ten. These observations are mostly due to data problems in the 1970’s and early 1980’s, where the raw data
is of lower quality (e.g., for emerging markets or former communist countries). To remove these outliers, I
drop bilateral flows that are less than one million dollars in the estimation and any remaining flows with
value added to export ratios greater than ten. This implies dropping less than 3% of the observations.
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erned by the same trade cost elasticities, ∆β1t and β5 for distance and regional trade agree-

ments respectively. However, the terms accompanying these parameters are different. As

discussed in the previous section, the estimated coefficients show that, on average, adopting

a regional trade agreement leads to a 23% increase in bilateral gross exports within the

following five years. What is the effect of the same policy change on bilateral value added

exports? And how does the adoption of trade agreements with other countries affect bilateral

value added trade between two countries? To answer these questions, I break the term that

corresponds to the trade agreement indicator in equation (22) and rewrite it as follows:

β5

(∑
k

sikj,t−1∆rtakjt +
∑
k

∑
`

φik`j,t−1∆rtak`t

)
= β5(siij,t−1 + φiijj,t−1)∆rtaijt

+β5
∑
k 6=j

φiikj,t−1∆rtaikt

+β5
∑
k 6=i

(sikj,t−1 + φikjj,t−1)∆rtakjt

+β5
∑
k 6=i

∑
`6=j

φik`j,t−1∆rtak`t. (24)

The first term on the right-hand side of equation (24) contains the bilateral component of the

overall effect of RTAs on bilateral value added trade, which can be directly compared to the

effect of bilateral trade costs on bilateral gross exports. The second term contains the effect

of RTAs between the source country and partners which also trade with the destination.

The third term contains the effect of RTAs between the destination country and partners

which trade with the source. Lastly, the fourth term contains the effect of RTAs between

other pairs of countries which trade with the source and destination.

Table 5 shows how the elasticity of value added trade on the RTA term is decomposed

into the four terms in (24). I find that, on average, two-thirds of this elasticity is accounted

for by bilateral trade agreements. Using the estimated coefficient β5, this implies a bilateral

trade cost elasticity of value added trade of 0.66×0.234 = 15.4%. That is, a trade agreement

between the source and the destination leads to a 15.4% increase in bilateral value added
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exports within the following five years, or about two-thirds of the 23% increase in bilateral

gross exports. The table shows that the other one-third of the effect of RTAs on bilateral

value added trade is split equally between trade agreements between the source country

and other partners and between the destination country and other partners. Hence, by

participating in a global production chain, the source country increases value added trade

flows to the destination indirectly by increasing integration with other partners that belong

to this chain. How strong these indirect effects are depends on the size of the coefficients s

and φ in equation (24), as these capture the strength of these production linkages.

I perform a similar decomposition to that shown in equation (24) but for the different

types of trade agreements and for the time-varying effects of distance. The results are also

shown in Table 5. First, I find that deep trade agreements (such as CUCMEU) increase

bilateral value added trade between countries i and j indirectly via the ik and kj terms

more significantly than shallow agreements (such as PTAs). In fact, these indirect effects of

deep agreements are larger than the direct effect that RTAs have via the bilateral ij term,

as is revealed by simply comparing (share ik+ share kj)× coefficient = (0.22 + 0.19)× 0.38

for CUCMEU and (share ij)× coefficient = 0.66× 0.23 for RTAs.

Second, the table shows that bilateral distance has lost importance over time in explain-

ing bilateral value added trade relative to distance with other countries. Specifically, the

contribution of bilateral distance to the overall effect that distance has on changes in bi-

lateral value added trade decreases from 73% in 1980 to 59% in 2005. In other words, the

increase in the effect of distance on bilateral value added trade from the 1970s has been

mostly through an increase in the effect of distance with third countries as opposed to bi-

lateral distance. This is evidence of cross-border production fragmentation, namely how the

itinerary of value added trade from source to destination has been changing over time from

a direct path to a more a complex route that involves a larger number of countries.

To provide further evidence beyond average results and study how the effects vary across

countries, Table 6 presents the decomposition of trade cost effects for some of the largest

exporting countries. The table shows the contributions of the different channels, ij, ik,

kj and kl, to the regional trade agreements and distance terms in the value added gravity

equation. The results vary considerably across countries, showing that, in the presence of
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production fragmentation, countries reach destinations and benefit from trade cost reductions

in different ways. For example, consider the effects of RTAs. Over the last four decades,

countries like the United Kingdom, Italy, and Germany increased value added trade with

their partners due to trade agreements that they signed with these partners directly. That is,

for these countries, the ij channel is significantly more important than the other channels. In

contrast, for countries like Canada, Mexico, and South Korea, a sizable share of the increase

in value added trade with their partners that was due to trade agreements was actually not

due to agreements signed with these partners, but rather to agreements signed with other

countries and between other pairs of countries with which they participate in cross-border

production chains. This is revealed by Table 6 which shows that, for these countries, trade

agreements signed with third countries are an important share of the overall RTA effects.

Finally, the distance term decomposition also displays considerable variation across coun-

tries. For example, 45% of the overall effect of the distance term on Mexico’s value added

exports to destinations is accounted by distance between Mexico and other partners and

distance between the destinations and other partners. This percentage is much lower for

Germany, for example, where distance with other countries accounts for only 19% of the

overall distance effect on its bilateral value added exports.

6 Concluding Remarks

The increase in cross-border production fragmentation in recent decades enables countries

to export their domestic value added not only directly in the form of gross exports of final

goods, but also indirectly by participating in global production chains. This development

demands a better understanding of the sources and destinations of the implicit value added

trade that lies behind commonly recorded gross trade data. In this paper, I have studied

the determinants of trade in value added by incorporating the global input-output structure

into a standard international trade model and deriving an approximate gravity equation for

value added trade. The value added gravity equation shows that bilateral value added exports

depend on the same bilateral gravity variables as bilateral gross exports, but these variables

are scaled by terms that reflect the input-output linkages across countries. Moreover, unlike
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gross exports, bilateral value added exports depend not only on bilateral gravity variables

but also on gravity relations with third countries through which value added travels from

the source to the final destination.

Using the panel dataset of bilateral value added trade constructed in Johnson and

Noguera (2012b), I quantified the determinants of bilateral value added trade flows and

how these have changed over the last four decades. I find that the bilateral trade cost elas-

ticity of value added exports is about two-thirds of that for gross exports. The results also

show that bilateral value added exports increase with bilateral trade agreements as well as

agreements with other countries, with the importance of the latter being higher for deeper

agreements and varying significantly across country pairs. Finally, I have shown that over

time, bilateral distance has lost importance in explaining bilateral value added exports rel-

ative to distance with third countries. This reflects the increase in cross-border production

fragmentation, and the fact that bilateral gravity variables are not sufficient to understand

the pattern of bilateral value added trade.
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Table 1: Summary Statistics of Input-Output Terms

Term Year Mean Std. Dev. 10th Per. 90th Per.

1− αi 1975 0.496 0.054 0.421 0.550

2005 0.456 0.052 0.390 0.521

αii 1975 0.408 0.057 0.323 0.480

2005 0.401 0.055 0.345 0.466∑
k 6=i αik 1975 0.056 0.090 0.005 0.199

2005 0.111 0.141 0.013 0.255

bii 1975 1.707 0.169 1.478 1.924

2005 1.685 0.167 1.535 1.873∑
k 6=i bik 1975 0.172 0.275 0.015 0.643

2005 0.367 0.461 0.045 0.875

siij 1975 0.311 0.126 0.114 0.438

2005 0.288 0.079 0.184 0.392

sijj 1975 0.592 0.095 0.451 0.738

2005 0.610 0.075 0.511 0.689∑
k 6=i,j sikj 1975 0.076 0.104 0.000 0.203

2005 0.101 0.061 0.034 0.176

φiijj 1975 0.459 0.175 0.209 0.624

2005 0.459 0.114 0.323 0.595∑
k 6=j φiikj 1975 0.847 0.326 0.579 1.209

2005 0.921 0.250 0.686 1.198∑
k 6=i φikjj 1975 0.544 0.224 0.329 0.849

2005 0.565 0.181 0.396 0.751∑
k 6=i
∑

` 6=j φiklj 1975 0.200 0.224 0.029 0.540

2005 0.270 0.173 0.080 0.498

Note: This table presents summary statistics for key terms that appear in the various formulations of the
approximate value added gravity equation throughout the paper. See the text for variable definitions.
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Table 2: Estimation of Gross Trade Gravity Equation

Total Gross Flows

(1) (2)

RTA 0.339***
(0.050)

PTA 0.483***
(0.047)

FTA 0.464***
(0.054)

CUCMEU 0.585***
(0.071)

Log Distance

×1975 -0.743*** -0.682***
(0.043) (0.043)

×1980 -0.851*** -0.859***
(0.044) (0.042)

×1985 -0.761*** -0.762***
(0.043) (0.042)

×1990 -0.856*** -0.828***
(0.040) (0.040)

×1995 -0.959*** -0.933***
(0.038) (0.039)

×2000 -0.984*** -0.955***
(0.037) (0.037)

×2005 -1.001*** -0.952***
(0.034) (0.037)

Common Language

×1975 0.380*** 0.353***
(0.115) (0.111)

×1980 0.401*** 0.379***
(0.103) (0.100)

×1985 0.275*** 0.251**
(0.101) (0.100)

×1990 0.171 0.136
(0.105) (0.103)

×1995 0.206** 0.173*
(0.093) (0.092)

×2000 0.191** 0.158*
(0.089) (0.090)

×2005 0.276*** 0.236***
(0.088) (0.088)

(Continued on next page)
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(Continued from previous page)

Contiguity

×1975 0.137 0.124
(0.146) (0.143)

×1980 -0.087 -0.145
(0.148) (0.137)

×1985 0.163 0.105
(0.135) (0.124)

×1990 0.101 0.059
(0.162) (0.154)

×1995 0.306** 0.342***
(0.133) (0.133)

×2000 0.212* 0.258**
(0.120) (0.119)

×2005 0.195* 0.235**
(0.110) (0.114)

Colonial Origin

×1975 0.671*** 0.719***
(0.128) (0.127)

×1980 0.566*** 0.677***
(0.128) (0.128)

×1985 0.488*** 0.576***
(0.124) (0.125)

×1990 0.657*** 0.687***
(0.125) (0.123)

×1995 0.571*** 0.573***
(0.113) (0.113)

×2000 0.510*** 0.545***
(0.107) (0.108)

×2005 0.412*** 0.444***
(0.104) (0.101)

R2 0.74 0.75
Obs. 11184 11184

Note: Dependent variables are normalized and in logs. All regressions include exporter-year and importer-
year fixed effects. Standard errors, clustered by country pair, are in parentheses. Significance levels: * p < .1,
** p < .05, *** p < .01. Sample excludes pair-year observations with bilateral exports smaller than $1 million
or VAX ratios larger than ten.
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Table 3: Estimation of Gross Trade Gravity Equation with Country-Pair Fixed Effects

Total Gross Flows

(1) (2) (3) (4)

RTA 0.325*** 0.290***
(0.041) (0.045)

PTA 0.025 0.011
(0.041) (0.043)

FTA 0.293*** 0.287***
(0.045) (0.049)

CUCMEU 0.563*** 0.415***
(0.058) (0.063)

R2 0.90 0.95 0.90 0.95
Pair Trend X X
Obs. 11184 11184 11184 11184

Note: Dependent variables are normalized and in logs. All regressions include exporter-year and importer-
year fixed effects and pair fixed effects. Columns 2 and 4 include a linear pair-specific trend. Standard errors,
clustered by country pair, are in parentheses. Significance levels: * p < .1, ** p < .05, *** p < .01. Sample
excludes pair-year observations with bilateral exports smaller than $1 million or VAX ratios larger than ten.
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Table 4: Estimation of Gross Trade Cost Elasticities using Gross Trade and Value Added
Gravity Equations (In First Differences)

Panel A: Using Gross Trade Panel B: Using Value Added

(A1) (A2) (B1) (B2)

RTA term 0.209*** 0.234***
(0.032) (0.027)

PTA term 0.006 0.007
(0.039) (0.033)

FTA term 0.204*** 0.218***
(0.036) (0.031)

CUCMEU term 0.325*** 0.380***
(0.045) (0.038)

Log Distance term
×1980 -0.073*** -0.073*** -0.080*** -0.078***

(0.026) (0.027) (0.016) (0.016)
×1985 0.056** 0.056** -0.064*** -0.061***

(0.025) (0.025) (0.016) (0.016)
×1990 -0.068*** -0.065** -0.105*** -0.102***

(0.025) (0.026) (0.014) (0.014)
×1995 -0.041 -0.034 -0.058*** -0.054***

(0.026) (0.026) (0.013) (0.013)
×2000 -0.008 -0.008 -0.127*** -0.125***

(0.015) (0.016) (0.012) (0.012)
×2005 -0.007 0.005 -0.177*** -0.171***

(0.014) (0.014) (0.010) (0.010)
∆ ln yk term 0.590** 0.547**

(0.238) (0.239)
∆ ln yj term 0.706*** 0.747***

(0.233) (0.236)
∆ ln yw term -0.704** -0.645*

(0.348) (0.348)
∆ lnPk term 0.667*** 0.654***

(0.048) (0.047)

R2 0.47 0.47 0.66 0.66
Obs. 9362 9362 9362 9362

Note: All regressions include exporter-year and importer-year fixed effects. Standard errors, clustered by
country pair, are in parentheses. Significance levels: * p < .1, ** p < .05, *** p < .01. Sample excludes
pair-year observations with bilateral exports smaller than $1 million or VAX ratios larger than ten.
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Table 5: Decomposition of Trade Cost Effects on Value Added Trade

Share

Term Coefficient ij ik kj kl

RTA 0.234 0.66 0.17 0.16 0.01

PTA 0.007 0.71 0.15 0.14 0.00

FTA 0.218 0.65 0.17 0.18 0.01

CUCMEU 0.380 0.56 0.22 0.19 0.03

Log Distance

×1980 -0.080 0.73 0.13 0.13 0.01

×1985 -0.064 0.72 0.13 0.13 0.01

×1990 -0.105 0.71 0.14 0.14 0.01

×1995 -0.058 0.71 0.14 0.14 0.02

×2000 -0.127 0.63 0.17 0.17 0.03

×2005 -0.177 0.59 0.19 0.19 0.04

Note: The first column shows the estimated trade cost elasticities from Table 4. The next four columns
decompose the overall elasticity into the contributions of the different bilateral relations. For example, the
first row shows that 66% of the overall effect of RTAs on bilateral value added trade comes from the term
corresponding to RTAs signed between the source country i and the destination country j. The implied
bilateral value added trade cost elasticity is then 0.66 × 0.234 = 0.154. Similarly, the adoption of an RTA
between the source country i and other partners k translates to an elasticity of 0.17× 0.234 = 0.04 for value
added trade between source i and destination j.
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Table 6: Decomposition of Trade Cost Effects on Value Added Trade by Country

Share

ij ik kj kl

RTA Term

United States 0.61 0.07 0.29 0.02

Germany 0.85 0.06 0.09 0.01

France 0.78 0.07 0.15 0.01

Canada 0.31 0.30 0.37 0.02

United Kingdom 0.81 0.06 0.13 0.01

Italy 0.82 0.06 0.11 0.01

South Korea 0.25 0.01 0.70 0.04

Spain 0.73 0.15 0.11 0.01

Mexico 0.55 0.33 0.11 0.01

Log Distance Term

United States 0.78 0.11 0.09 0.01

China 0.72 0.14 0.13 0.02

Japan 0.78 0.11 0.10 0.01

Germany 0.80 0.09 0.10 0.01

France 0.74 0.11 0.13 0.02

Canada 0.64 0.16 0.17 0.02

United Kingdom 0.78 0.10 0.11 0.01

Italy 0.78 0.10 0.11 0.01

South Korea 0.70 0.15 0.14 0.02

Spain 0.72 0.13 0.13 0.02

Mexico 0.52 0.23 0.22 0.03

Note: This table shows the RTA term and the Distance term by exporter. For example, for the United States,
it is shown that 61% of the overall effect that RTAs have on value added exports to destination countries is
explained by trade agreements signed between the United States and these countries. On the other hand,
for South Korea, 70% of the RTA overall effect works through agreements signed between the destination
countries receiving South Korean value added and partners that do not include South Korea.
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Figure 1: World VAX Ratio.
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Figure 2: Changes in Aggregate VAX Ratios 1970-2009.
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